ecclesiastics had traditionally enjoyed from punishment by royal officials. Together with a "visitation" campaign in 1535 that trumped up tales of sexual indiscretion in the religious houses, the sodomy law made the tendentious point that the Catholic Church in England had lapsed in its adherence to divine law. Henry stepped in to police religious morals, and righteously smote the monasteries where sins like buggery had been profligate; or so the pretext ran. … The program went on to encompass the execution of diehard English Catholics, most notably Sir Thomas More in 1535. The expropriation of the monasteries began in earnest in 1536, with Cromwell's slanderous groundwork well in place. Accusations of sodomy rang out in the Parliamentary debate over the 1536 bill to suppress the monasteries. 5 The 1534 legislation was anti-Catholic. In cannot be understood apart from the break of the English church from Rome and the confiscation of monastic properties.
The picking out of 'buggery' is revealing. Adultery, which Leviticus also says should be punished by death, and which seems more disruptive of social life, was not made a crime in Britain or the British derived criminal codes (though often criminalized in the United States).
soliciting'), 'suffering and permitting' someone else to have sex with you or even 'meeting together' for the purpose of committing a homosexual act.
13
Between 1806, when reliable figures begin, and 1900, 8,921 men were indicted for sodomy, gross indecency or other 'unnatural misdemeanours' in England and Wales. Ninety men per year were, on average, indicted for homosexual offences in this period. About a third as many again were arrested and their case considered by magistrates. Most of the men convicted were imprisoned, but between 1806 and 1861, when the death penalty for sodomy was finally abolished, 404 men were sentenced to death. Fifty-six were executed, and the remainder were either imprisoned or transported to Australia for life. Two such men, James Pratt and John Smith, were the last to be executed in Britain for sodomy on 27 November 1835. 14 Cocks does not suggest that private activity was prosecuted, and the examples he cites involved public activity or scandals involving youth. Matt Cook notes that, while there were scandals and prosecutions, cruising places and "Molly houses" were features of the landscape over the period 1700-1885:
The persistent use of cruising areas such as St James' Park and Moorfields suggests that there was no concerted crackdown and that periodic arrests and prosecutions did not comprehensively deter men from visiting these places. Some of the Molly Houses certainly seem to have been well known for long periods before they were raided and shut down. Witnesses in the trial of Gabriel Lawrence, who was hanged for his part in the Mother Clap case, testified that 'the house bore the public character of a place of rendezvous for sodomites' and that 'it was notorious for being a Molly House'. Cook, the proprietor of the White Swan on Vere Street, had been in business for twelve years before being raided and was well enough known to attract customers from up to thirty miles away. Policing of the capital was uneven and disorganized during the period… 15 
BUGGERY IN AMERICA
The 1534 buggery law applied in the American colonies either as a matter of inherited common law or by local statute. Twenty prosecutions are known in the colonial period. After independence most states eliminated the death penalty. New language developed, criminalizing "the infamous crime against nature," using words from Sir William Blackstone. From 1610 to 1900 each state enacted a criminal prohibition.
Judges and commentators in the nineteenth century read the sodomy, buggery, carnal knowledge, and crime against nature laws -hereinafter collectively described as "sodomy" laws -to criminalize "unnatural" intercourse between men and women and men and men, but not between women and women. Although there are only a handful of reported cases, sodomy prosecutions occurred episodically throughout the century. In 1880 there were sixty-three persons imprisoned for the crime, two-thirds of them people of color and foreign immigrants. 17 Eskridge notes a redefinition of these laws to include oral sex after 1880.
GERMANY AND RUSSIA
A number of states in continental Europe followed the Napoleonic Penal Code of 1810 and drew no distinctions between homosexual and heterosexual acts. But prohibitions survived in other states, notably Germany and Russia.
Homosexuality was punishable by burning at the stake in Prussia until 1794 and by imprisonment followed by permanent banishment until 1837. Only four of the twenty-five German states did not criminalize homosexual acts. In the nineteenth century Germany moved to unification and a single criminal law. In this context, gay activism began. The first public figure was the lawyer Karl Heinrich Ulrichs who wrote of urnings (uranians in English), a name for homosexuals he took from Plato's Symposium. Karoly Maria Benkert, a medical doctor writing under the name Kertbeny, coined the word "homosexual" in an open letter on the criminal law issue in 1869. The lobbying failed. Germany unified under Prussian leadership and Prussia's prohibition became Paragraph 175 in a new national code. 175 became another number, like 377, long associated with an anti-sodomy law.
lawyers and magistrates to protect his rights. This cure-all approach [was] typical of the Utilitarians…
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Macaulay favoured many Benthamite principles of procedure as well: oral pleadings, jurisdiction of courts based on issue not pecuniary amounts, appeals on questions of law only, and no new evidence admissible on appeal. 20 These reforms may sound obvious to lawyers today. In 9 th century Britain they were major changes.
Jeremy Bentham, who is credited with launching the 19 th century codification movement, would have been no supporter of Article 377 or its kin. In 1785 Bentham wrote an essay entitled Offences against One's Self in which he argued that there was no justification for the criminalization of same sex acts. He was unwilling to make public his opinions on the matter and the essay remained unpublished for almost 200 years, emerging finally in 1978. 21 It stands as one of the earliest written defenses of homosexuality in English. Only recently has an earlier defense been located, Thomas Cannon's text of 1749.
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Given the novelty of codes for Britain, the reform movement did not proceed smoothly. As the 19 th century progressed, at least five draft criminal codes were completed. Two royal commissions worked on the issues. See http:// skeptically.org / utilitarianismtheethnicaltheoryforalltimes/ id22.html; (1978) Journal of Homosexuality, 389. John Stuart Mill, in On Liberty, stated that "the only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others." John Stuart Mill's essay On Liberty was quoted in the US case Commonwealth of Kentucky v Wasson, (1992) 842 S.W. 2d, 487 as supporting a non-interventionist role for the state. In the early 1870s the British Colonial Office asked R. S. Wright, a barrister, later a judge, to draft a criminal code for Jamaica that could serve as a model for all the colonies. In the late 1870s the Lord Chancellor's Office asked James Fitzjames Stephen to prepare a code. It was introduced into Parliament in a Ministerial Bill in 1878. A revised bill was introduced in parliament in 1879 and 1880. It was never enacted. Stephen's draft was very influential overseas. It was adopted in Canada. It formed a basis for the Queensland code of 1899, which was influential in Africa.
In 1887, William Gladstone, the greatest statesman of 19 th century Britain, wrote that one of the leading achievements of previous decades had been the fact that "the disgusting criminal code" had been cast aside.
24 Of course, it had not been a code. And it was not replaced by a code (that is a systematic statute). Reform took place piecemeal, by a number of statutes. 25 To this day British criminal law is uncodified.
The rationale for the buggery law was not, apparently, debated or reconsidered in the codification process that began in the 19 th century, whose major goals were order, consistency and accessibility. The one public policy analysis, by Bentham on utilitarian grounds, was not published in the period. Two judges remarked on the lack of any substantive critique of the provisions:
One magistrate who was against the death penalty for sodomy wrote in 1835 that the capital nature of the crime was only sustained by the 'difficulty of finding any one hardy enough to undertake, what might be represented as, the defence of such a crime'. Similarly, another judge lamented the fact that the punishments for homosexual acts were archaic and disproportionate to the offence but complained that the main problem was that 'there is no one to take the matter up'.
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INDIA …India was the 'brightest jewel in the imperial crown' and the core of British global strategic thinking precisely because of her very real importance to the British economy. This was never greater than at this time , when anything up to 60 per cent of British cotton exports went to India and the Far East, to which India was the key -40-45 per cent went to India alone -and when the international balance of payments of Britain hinged on the payments surplus which India provided.
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While the East India Company had been active in India for many years, formal governmental power dates to 1764 when the Company gained rights of governance over Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. In 1803 the Mogul emperor accepted British "protection." British India had gradually come into being, along with suzerain rights over the many Princely States that retained some autonomy.
24
Paul Kennedy, The Parliament of Man, 283. 25 For example, the buggery law was restated in the 1861 Offences against the Person Act.
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H.G. Cocks, 2007, 114. 27 Eric Hobsbawn, The Age of Empire, Pantheon, 1987, 69. Britain was now in the position to undertake law reform for India. Following the pattern newly established for domestic law reform at home, Parliament established the Indian Law Commission in 1833. Thomas Babington Macaulay was appointed to chair the Commission.
Macaulay was the son of Zachary Macaulay, a British Colonial governor and abolitionist. He was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge. He became a Member of Parliament in 1830. He traveled to India in 1834. Due to the illness of other commissioners, the draft Indian Penal Code of 1837 was largely his work. Macaulay's draft was not immediately accepted. Twenty-three years passed, during which his work was reviewed and assessed by the Commission and the Supreme Court judges in Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras.
The Indian Mutiny broke out in 1857, a serious challenge to British control. One basic message of the Mutiny was the risk Britain faced if it challenged local religions and customs. Britain had allowed Christian missionaries to work in India, and this was resented. In 1858, after the Mutiny, Queen Victoria issued a proclamation that explicitly renounced "the right and the desire to impose Our convictions on any of Our subjects". The East India Company was wound up and India came under the Crown, represented by a Viceroy.
In 1860 the Indian Penal Code was enacted, coming into force in 1862. But, in spite of coming after the Indian Mutiny, it was not a document that reflected traditional Indian laws and customs. It had many of the features of the 1843 British Royal Commission's draft code.
Without a doubt, the structures and organization of the Indian and English codes was virtually identical. Criminal offences are divided into chapters according to classes, such as offences against the state, offences against public justice, and offences against the public tranquility. Each offence, along with related lesser offences, was defined, followed by the appropriate punishments and exceptions. … In fact, the Indian and English codes differed in structure and organization in only one significant way; the English codes did not include Illustrations. Illustrations were hypothetical fact situations that showed how a particular section operated. The Royal Commission attached notes to their draft codes, and hypotheticals were naturally used in the notes to clarify certain points, but the Royal Commission never seriously contemplated including Illustrations in the actual code. … Illustrations in a criminal code made sense only for India, at that time. India did not have a formal body of caselaw, so hypothetical factual situations served the same function as English common law. Despite Macaulay's professions to the contrary, his contemporaries did not consider his Code a revolutionary departure from English law. Macaulay's code was submitted to Supreme court judges in Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. Their comments were forwarded to Charles Hay Cameron and Daniel Elliot, Indian Law Commissioners, who issued two exhaustive reports in 1847 and 1848. In the 1848 report, the two Commissioners compared the 1837 Indian Code to the Royal Commission's 1843 Code, with the intention of amending the former whenever it differed from the latter; however, no unacceptable differences were found and the 1837 Indian Code's implementation was recommended with relatively few amendments. Reacting to Macaulay's claim that his Code was not based on any existing legal system Hay and Cameron reported that with certain tolerable exceptions, the Indian Code departed very little from substantial principles of English law. Macaulay's claims of originality were rejected out of hand: "The novelty … is more imaginary than real, and is to be found more in form than in substance."
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Within two decades most of India's law was codified, both criminal and civil. In contrast Britain enacted a series of criminal reform statutes, but no criminal code.
The appeal of statutory codes for India was very strong. Areas of law were systematically set out in one document. A new local elite of Anglicized lawyers and civil servants would be able to use the codes -"a class of persons, Indian in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opinions, in morals and in intellect." These would be "Macaulay's Children", the product of Macaulay's educational policies in India. 30 Macaulay, and others in the period, had negative views of India. James Mill's book, History of British India, published in 1817, was highly critical of Indian religion and culture. The Queensland code was adopted in Northern Nigeria in the nineteenth century, later becoming the basis for a uniform federal code in Nigeria in 1916.
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The Indian Penal Code had been used in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, but those laws were later replaced by drafts based on the Nigerian criminal code. Sudan used the Indian Penal Code. In 1960 Northern Nigeria enacted a separate criminal code, based on the Sudan code.
One source suggests why the Indian Penal Code was seen as the better model for Sudan:
In preparing that code Thomas Babington (later Lord) Macaulay, right at the outset sought, rather than imposing English law, to give due consideration to India's civilization and moral values. He was by the same token particularly concerned with accommodating the Islamic principles of criminality and criminal responsibility, since the only regular courts had been those established by the 32 Alok Gupta, page 56. A 1995 amendment in Sri Lanka extended its criminal prohibition to cover lesbian acts. Mogul Empire in the parts of India under its control. Consulting several penal systems, including the Code of Louisiana and couching his draft in simple lucid language, he produced a code that was described by Sir James Fitzjames Stephen as an excellent piece of legislation.
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Macaulay was only in India for three years and spoke none of the local languages. David Skuy emphasizes the faithfulness of Macaulay's draft to substantive British law. Kalil's suggestion that the Macaulay code was sensitive to Islamic traditions is questionable.
The Queensland Code was also widely adopted outside the African portions of the Commonwealth. Cyprus adopted it in 1928 and Palestine in 1936. Indeed, this code forms the basis of the present Israeli Criminal Code.
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South Africa continued pre-Napoleonic Dutch law, which prohibited homosexual acts. The law was invalidated by the Constitutional Court, enforcing the post-apartheid constitution which specifically bans discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.
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Wright's code, drafted for Jamaica, only criminalized non-consensual buggery. The code was never applied to Jamaica, but enacted for British Honduras (Belize), Tobago, St. Lucia and the Gold Coast (Ghana). The Middle East has a long history of tolerance of homosexuality -it was European colonizers who introduced anti-gay laws to the region, and it is those laws that tyrants enforce for political gain.
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Western homophobia was exported to the Arab world, according to another author: 40 It indicates that Syria punishes "unnatural sexual intercourse" with three years imprisonment. Lebanon prohibits "all sexual relations that are unnatural." Morocco and Mauritania also prohibit unnatural sexual acts. Bahrain uses the earlier English term "buggery" in its prohibition.
In a curious piece of history the "carnal knowledge" wording of the Queensland code, itself a slight rewording of the 1860 Indian Penal Code, traveled back to Europe, its putative homeland. The island of Cyprus had been a British protectorate or colony from 1878 until independence in 1960. In 1928 the "carnal knowledge" provision became part of the law. Cyprus signed the European Convention on Human Rights and joined the Council of Europe. After the European Court of Human Rights ruled in Dudgeon v UK in 1981 that the "buggery" and "gross indecency" provisions were a violation of the European Convention, no further prosecutions were initiated in Cyprus. An activist challenged the law, which was still on the books. In 1993 the European Court of Human Rights ruled that it conflicted with the Convention. It was the British precedent in Dudgeon that was decisive against the "carnal knowledge" provision, itself a rewriting of the 1534 British buggery law.
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The laws vary in other parts of the Middle East, North Africa and Central Asia, but do not use the idea of 'unnatural' acts.
Not all jurisdictions prohibit homosexual acts. They are not prohibited Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan or Egypt (though individuals there have been charged with 'debauchery').
JAPAN, CHINA AND THAILAND
Three Asian jurisdictions avoided direct colonization. Each borrowed heavily from Western laws in the late 19 th century, seeking recognition as civilized nations worthy of continuing independence. Japan and China have well documented accounts of male homosexual love in particular periods, often idealized in literature.
In Japan anal intercourse was made a criminal offence in the Meiji legal code in 1873, probably a German borrowing. It was hardly ever punished and dropped from the law in 1881 at the instigation of a French adviser. human nature…" The section was dropped in 1956 when a reform eliminated sections with no history of enforcement.
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In the late Qing Dynasty (1644-1912) China took over German laws. But apparently the borrowing did not include the ban on anal intercourse. The offence of "hooliganism" was used against homosexuals. In 1993 a directive from the Ministry of Public Security said that homosexuality did not justify such a charge. The offence of hooliganism itself was dropped from the law in 1997. 44 
III GROSS INDECENCY
The radical Liberal party MP Henry Labouchere, editor of a muck-raking newspaper called Truth, introduced an amendment in the British Parliament in 1885 that made acts of 'gross indecency' between males an offence.
A banking heir, [Labouchere] put his money and energies into the radical weekly journal Truth, which advocated, among other things, the abolition of the House of Lords and an end to racism. As an MP, he championed the working classes, women and the dispossessed. Strongly influenced by the "social purity" ideas of the late 19 th century, and their close links with the emergent feminist movement, Labouchere gave voice to widely held concerns about the destructive power of male lust. … Sex had to be contained within marriage… 45 Labouchere argued that existing laws were not adequate. Cocks' study of prosecutions, however, shows that the law, in practice, was quite adequate to charge and convict individuals. The new law was unnecessary and was not a government proposal. It did not represent a significant change in public attitudes, or a new anti-homosexual campaign.
Whilst the importance of the legislation of 1885 and 1898 and the circumstances in which it was passed should not be underestimated, the specific provision against homosexual activity contained in the Criminal Law Amendment Act and the Vagrancy Law Amendment Act were secondary to their central focus on under-age sex and prostitution. Newspaper reports on the passage of the Acts included barely any reference to the clauses relating to homosexual activity. Matt Cook, London and the Culture of Homosexuality, 1885 -1914 , Cambridge, 2003 The new wording was simple and broad. There would be no need to allege that the accused was conspiring, soliciting, inciting or attempting. The focus on the end goal of anal penetration was gone. This new formulation was used against Oscar Wilde a decade later, in the most sensational homosexual trial in Western history.
The 'gross indecency' law spread through the influence of Stephen's code and the Queensland penal code. It appeared in Malaysia and Singapore by amendment in 1938. It was the key provision in Canada, but never introduced in India.
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IV
1534, 1860, 1885
Cocks' analysis leads to the view that section 377 of the Indian Penal Code would have been seen in the late 19 th century as a statement of the existing British law against "buggery," and a conservative statement at that. The reference to 'penetration' in the 'Explanation' could be interpreted as requiring evidence that in British practice was not necessary. 48 377 secularized the older offence of buggery. The key religious terms "abominable" and "vice" were gone (along with the term "buggery," itself, which had religious origins). The offence was cast in a modern, secular manner as "against the order of nature." In this it was congruent with the writings of influential sexologists in the late 19 th century.
To simplify, there were two kinds of provisions.
Firstly there was an offence focused on anal intercourse (buggery, carnal intercourse). It was expanded by judicial decisions over time to include oral sex, attempts, conspiracies and solicitation. It did not target homosexual acts in any precise way. It included some heterosexual and bestial acts, and did not cover lesbian sexual activity.
Secondly there was an offence focused on indecency, able to catch various forms of same-sex activity, but limited to acts between men in its original 1885 formulation. Any attempt to draw conclusions on whether the drafters thought they were altering the existing British law would require an analysis of the reports of the criminal law reform commissions that functioned in the United Kingdom in the 1890s, a study not undertaken by the author. The author is not aware whether the draft codes produced in that process contained equivalent language to article 377. As we will see, the Indian Penal Code closely follows the codes the British commissions produced for domestic reform.
"unnatural sexual intercourse" (section 122) and "indecent practice between male persons" (section 123). 49 The law in Botswana, challenged unsuccessfully in 2002 in the Kanane case, had both.
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Why do the legal systems in Germany and England in the last half of the 19 th century restate or extend laws against some non heterosexual acts, ignoring the alternative patterns established in France and some other continental countries? The last half of the 19 th century was a period of immense social change. It was the era of Darwin, Marx and Freud. 51 It was a period of economic globalization comparable to the present day, with dramatic new levels in the movement of people, commodities and capital.
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The period saw the last great surge of formal colonial expansion. The West took control of major parts of Africa, Asia and Oceania. Russia took control in the Caucuses and Central Asia. The independent states of Japan and Siam westernized their legal systems and built European-style palaces to justify continuing autonomy. The Eiffel Tower and colonial railways displayed new Western engineering skills. Anthropology developed in the service of empire. New legal codes were part of this modernization.
For whatever reasons, homophobia assumed a particular normalcy in Western thinking in the late 19 th century, buttressed by the new sexological studies of the period. The focus was medical or psychological, not religious. Emerging in a period of Western imperial expansion, the new ideas spread beyond the West, though their impact abroad was not the same as at home. It was the new bourgeousie that ran the imperial project and they projected an ethos of middle class respectability, distinguishing themselves from the lower classes and what they saw as a decadent aristocracy: George Mosse, Nationalism and Sexuality, Respectability and Abnormal Sexuality in Modern Europe, Howard Fertig, New York, 1985, 9 . The delegitimizing view of the aristocracy as profligate libertines perhaps led to the rejection of homosexuality, seen as an elite vice. In contrast, in Siam and Japan, it was the aristocracy that handled the projects of modernization and the defense of the state against colonialism. Their attitudes towards sexual issues would not have been the same as those of the new British middle-class.
We have little or no information on enforcement of anti-homosexual criminal laws in most jurisdictions in Asia. Available information on India and Singapore indicates that charges occur in situations of some public activity, or where there are issues of age, consent or extortion. The charges against Anwar Ibrahim in Malaysia do not represent any general pattern of police enforcement of Article 377 in that country.
Police can arrest homosexuals if they (a) focus on cruising venues (parks and public toilets), (b) raid any gay saunas or bars, (c) use entrapment to solicit sexual advances, (d) seize address books and diaries, and (e) pressure individuals to identify others on threat of serious charges and possible imprisonment. Most of the time most police forces do none of the above. They see little use in wasting their limited manpower on such activity when they regard homosexuals as a fact of life. In the West police prefer that gay men go to saunas and bars. That lessens public cruising and open prostitution. As well, internet dating is a gift to the police, lessening even more the public character of gay socializing.
Patterns of police non-enforcement are described, somewhat paradoxically, in major court cases. In the Dudgeon, Norris and Modinos cases before the European Court of Human Rights, involving Northern Ireland, Ireland and Cyprus, the individuals bringing the cases had not been charged with any offence. In each case police were not routinely trying to enforce the law. In the Toonen case, brought under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, police in Tasmania had not charged anyone "for several years." Each of these four cases was brought by a gay rights activist as part of a public campaign. They were allowed to pursue their cases though it was apparent they faced little possibility of arrest.
The United States has much stricter rules on 'standing' and the two leading cases, Bowers v Hardwick and Lawrence v Texas both involved police searches looking for something quite different than what they found. Instead of drugs or an armed intruder they found sexual activity and laid charges. So even in those cases, the charges did not result from routine enforcement of anti-homosexual criminal laws.
Yet the years after World War II saw increased actions by police in Western countries. Gays were banned from government and military jobs. Entrapment was used in parts of the U.S. Police raids on gay venues occurred sporadically. This increased oppression led to countervailing campaigns for decriminalization. The story of police actions and reform moves in the United Kingdom in the 1940s to 1960s is set out in Appendix I.
Purges of homosexuals from
The Stonewall Riots of June, 1969, in New York City, were prompted by a fairly routine police harassment of a gay bar. Patrons fought back, and the event became a symbol of a new resistance to oppression. Police activity had provoked a reaction.
Decriminalization had occurred in Canada in 1969 as an elite reform, not as a reaction to increased police repression or in response to homosexual activism. With criminal law reform in place, the public legal issue became the inclusion of "sexual orientation" in provincial anti-discrimination laws dealing with employment and public services.
Two key events in Canada were the raid on the Truxx bar in Montreal in 1977 and raids on gay saunas in Toronto in 1978 and 1979. These and other arrests in the period seemed a serious breach of a stable situation of police tolerance of gay bars and saunas, so long as they remained relatively marginalized. They provoked large public protest demonstrations against the police.
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When the bawdy house law was used for the first time against a gay bar in the 1977 Truxx raid, the massive demonstration in response was enough to convince the new Parti Quebecois government to amend the Human Rights Charter. Quebec thus became the first major jurisdiction in North America to protect its citizens against discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.
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In many jurisdictions we have the odd trinity of (a) criminal prohibition, (b) social disapproval but (c) little actual police enforcement of the law. In such situations, bars and saunas may be tolerated, but are kept somewhat insecure. Police raids and charges are possible. The existence of the law keeps a lid on things. Often these patterns are quite stable. They seem stable today in Malaysia and Singapore. Stable patterns can be upset by gay men flaunting their presence, by some public scandal or by unexpected police actions. In some places in Asia they are now challenged in public campaigns by activists. independent former colonies welcomed the human rights agenda of the United Nations, seeing it as aimed largely at the racism and privilege of Western states. During the Cold War both the US and the USSR criticized each other on human rights grounds, but largely exempted the developing world from such scrutiny. You don't criticize states that you want on your side.
VI HUMAN RIGHTS
Two human rights rationales emerged for ending anti-homosexual criminal laws.
The first focused on the religious or moral reasons for such laws. The proper sphere of criminal law, it was said, was not to enforce morality or religion, but only to control matters that affected public peace and security.
The rationale for anti-homosexual views had shifted from religion and morality to ideas of pathology or illness. It was wrong to use the criminal law to deal with an illness or a physiological variation. In any case, the medical arguments were collapsing. The research of Dr. Evelyn Hooker in the United States in the 1950s showed that gay men had no more psychological problems than others, dealing a blow to the medical arguments.
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Her work led to the declassification of homosexuality as a mental illness in both the US and the UK in 1973, and by the World Health Organization in 1983.
The second human rights rationale was personal privacy, specifically mentioned in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 12), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 17) and the European Convention on Human Rights (Article 8). The right of privacy had roots in Western enlightenment thinking. It seemed a neutral or uncontentious basis for reform. It did not require that homosexuals be accepted as nice or equal, merely as individuals entitled to some private space. It even seemed to imply that homosexuals should stay in the closet.
The prestigious American Law Institute published a Model Penal Code in 1955, one of a series of model laws offered to governments for possible enactment. The ALI referred to consensual homosexual acts as matters of private morality that should only concern spiritual authorities. 58 The ALI model penal code was very influential. When adopted by Illinois in 1961, it was the basis for the first decriminalization of homosexual acts in North America. Gaylaw, Harvard, 1999, 159. government appointed the committee after public controversy over certain high-profile prosecutions. 59 The report was a sensation. The first run of 5,000 copies sold out within hours. 60 The conclusions gained support from the Church of England. Ten years later it led to decriminalization in England and Wales. The Report gave impetus to reform movements in other common law jurisdictions.
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The most striking set of judicial or quasi-judicial decisions in modern international human rights law began in 1981, applying principles of privacy and equality to rule against anti-homosexual criminal laws. These cases began in the European human rights system with decisions in The rationale for retaining anti-homosexual laws has now shifted to accommodating the 'conservative' social and religious views in the particular society -a democratic rationale in which majority prejudices prevail over minority rights. Human rights principles, however, requires changes in existing laws and attitudes. This is particularly clear in the contexts of racism and sexism. An account of the reform in the United Kingdom is attached as Appendix A. The reform in the UK was important. It was not part of a reform package, as in Illinois in 1961 or the USSR in 1922. It did not have the elite backing of the party or Prime Minister in power. There was a public and parliamentary debate on the specific issue. The reform was a compromise, only applying in England and Wales and entrenching an unequal age of consent for the next three decades. Leo Abse, the Member of Parliament who moved the reform bill, has said his reading of Freud had convinced him that everyone was bisexual. But he was willing to portray homosexuals as a troubled minority in order to secure passage of the reform. In fact, he said, the bill was to protect everyone "from their own homophobia. The advocacy of human rights abroad has come to include campaigns for the ending of criminal prohibitions on homosexual acts, particularly noting the laws providing for the death penalty. Criminal prohibitions are clearly in conflict with human rights standards as a result of the decisions of the European Court of Human Rights and the UN Human Rights Committee. The focus on criminal laws and anti-discrimination avoids the more controversial issues of recognizing relationships. The United Kingdom, which historically had the most responsibility for globalizing criminal prohibitions, is now repentant. In May, 2007, Foreign Office Minister Ian McCartney made a statement to the UN Human Rights Council:
The Foreign and Commonwealth Office is developing a strategy for promoting and protecting the human rights of LGBT people overseas. This year sees the 40 th Anniversary of the Sexual Offences Act in the UK, which began the decriminalization of homosexuality. We can mark this milestone by speaking up for those millions around the world who are branded as criminals simply for being who they are. …These will be difficult issues to raise, but we must speak up for those who cannot speak for themselves. In addition to efforts on decriminalization there are 5 other areas where UK action can make a difference: -non-discrimination in the application of human rights; -support for LGBT activists and human rights defenders; -health and health education; -raising LGBT issues at international / multilateral institutions; -and bilateral engagement with key countries.
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The Netherlands had already been providing funding to certain LGBT organizations in development countries, and providing funding for individuals to attend regional and international LGBT conferences.
VII DECRIMINALIZATION
Decriminalization has taken place, episodically, since 1791.
THE NAPOLEONIC PENAL CODE
Before the French revolution sodomy was a serious crime handled by the religious courts. The first French revolution abolished those courts and the Penal Code of 1791 was silent on sexual relations between consenting adults in private. That was confirmed in the Penal Code of 1810. 63 The reform spread to the Netherlands in 1811 after a French invasion. Spain decriminalized in 1822. Belgium in 1843. The first Italian penal code in 1889 had no prohibition. The Philippines during the colonial period had a prohibition, but Spain dropped it, in line with the reform at home.
REFORM IN RUSSIA
The new Union of Soviet Socialist Republics enacted a modern, secular criminal code in 1922 that ended the prohibition copied from Western Europe a hundred years earlier. The major study of developments in Russia reports that there was no boasting at home of the modern, rational, secular character of the decriminalization of sodomy. 
PRIVACY AND POST-WAR REFORMS
The silence around homosexuality was broken in the post-war period primarily by Kinsey and Wolfenden. Their reports were instant bestsellers, showing a pent up demand for the discussion of laws against sexual variation. As a result of the work of the American Law Institute and the Wolfenden Committee, 'privacy,' as a homosexual rights argument, had elite endorsement. The initial reforms, in the United States (1961 in Illinois), the United Kingdom (1967) and Canada (1969) The way in which we give expression to our sexuality is the most basic way we establish and nurture relationships. Relationships fundamentally affect our lives, our community, our culture, our place and our time. If, in expressing our sexuality, we act consensually and without harming one another, invasion of that precinct risks relationships, risks the durability of our compact with the State and will be a breach of our privacy.
Echoes of the pre-equality 'privacy' arguments are still with us. George W. Bush, in the US election campaign in 2004, said that "consenting adults can live the way they want to live", though he rejected public recognition through same-sex marriage.
67 A current group in Lebanon, campaigning for decriminalization, has the name Hurriyyat Khassa or Private Liberties. 68 Malaysia's Anwar Ibrahim was convicted of sodomy in a sensational and highly political case. Only after acquittal on a final appeal did he voice any criticism of the law. He said there was a question about the law intruding "on people's privacy and their own private choices…" A privacy argument allowed him to criticize the law, while acknowledging that homosexuality was not accepted by Malay people.
69 No bolder critique was politically possible.
Decriminalization occurred in Hungary in 1961 , Czechoslovakia in 1962 , England and Wales in 1967 , Bulgaria in 1968 , Germany in 1968 /9, Canada in 1969 , Austria and Finland in 1971 , South Australia and Norway in 1972 , Portugal in 1982 and New Zealand in 1986 This pattern of liberal reforms spread throughout Latin America, leaving only Nicaragua and Caribbean islands with criminal prohibitions.
POST COLD WAR REFORMS
With the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the cold war, decriminalization swept Eastern Europe. Russia and its former satellites were joining the West. Human rights were an entry point. A state had to sign the European Convention on Human Rights to get into the Council of Europe. A state had to be in the Council of Europe before it could get into the European Union, the economic bloc. Gradually it was formalized that you had to repeal anti-homosexual criminal laws to even take the first steps in this process.
Decriminalization occurred in Ukraine in 1991, Latvia and Estonia in 1992 , Russia in 1993 , Belarus in 1994 , Moldova and Albania in 1995 , Macedonia in 1996 , Romania in 1996 /2001 , Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1998 , Georgia in 2000 and Lithuania in 2004 Rex Wockner, Bush, Kerry debate why people are gay, October 14, 2004 (a wire service story for gay media). 
INDIA
There has been very limited direct enforcement of 377 in India. Commentary suggests that 377 supports and confirms patterns of discrimination and marginalization in Indian society.
A look at the history of the use of Section 377 reveals that it has hardly been used to prosecute cases of consensual adult male sexual relationships. Mostly, it is used in cases of child sexual abuse. Two important caveats must be made here: the study cites only decisions that cite Section 377 in the higher courts; it does not account for lower and trial court decisions where the law may have been used. More importantly, we must realise that the true impact of Section 377 on queer lives is felt outside the courtroom and must not be measured in terms of legal cases. Numerous studies, including both documented and anecdotal evidence, tell us that Section 377 is the basis for routine and continuous violence against sexual minorities by the police, the medical establishment, and the state. There are innumerable stories that can be cited -from the everyday violence faced by hijras [a distinct transgender category] and kothis [effeminate males] on the streets of Indian cities to the refusal of the National Human Rights Commission to hear the case of a young man who had been given electro-shock therapy for nearly two years. A recent report by the People's Union for Civil Liberties (Karnataka), showed that Section 377 was used by the police to justify practices such as illegal detention, sexual abuse and harassment, extortion and outing of queer people to their families… 70 Clearly gay issues became national issues in the United Kingdom in the 1950s. In India there have been a series of events raising such issues, but only in 2008 have some national level politicians been pressed to comment on them. India is a very plural society, with many issues of religion, caste, class, tribal status, region and sex in active discussion. Sexual orientation issues may now have a foothold in national debates on social and political issues, but precariously. The integration of hijra issues within a LGBT or queer political framework may be asserted by activist leaders, but hijra have very low standing in Indian society. They are now being integrated in social programs in the states of Tamil Nadu and Bihar.
The major recent events seem to be: . Police argued that their AIDS work promoted homosexuality, in contravention of the law. The health workers were detained in jail for a number of weeks, before being released and charges dropped. There was extensive national publicity.
3. Violent right-wing Hindu protests occurred against the film Fire, made in India by an overseas Indian director, and featuring a lesbian relationship. Theatres were attacked and posters defaced in many parts of India. This was a national agitation. It was followed a couple of years later by protests about a second film, The Girlfriend, which depicted a lesbian as a manic killer.
4. A killing of an upper-middle class gay man at his parent's home in a posh suburb of New Delhi. Media gave extensive coverage to the story of gay life in a privileged upper class milieu.
5. In 2007, a number of celebrities signed a letter supporting the challenge to Article 377. Vikram Seth, a famous author, was the lead signatory and spoke publicly as a gay man about his objections to the law.
6. In April, 2008, Sweden questioned India in the UN Human Rights Council on the retention of 377. The Solicitor General of India, G. E. Vahanvati, replied suggesting that the section originated in British concerns about their citizens coming to India in the 19 th century, sometimes as members of the army, to take advantage of more relaxed local sexual attitudes. To counter this, the section was introduced, and though, he said, it reflects a Western concept, it has remained in the Penal Code. He noted the court challenge underway in India to the section. In complex, fractious India, these events do not seem to have been enough to put law reform firmly on a national reform agenda.
HONG KONG
A Law Reform Commission proposal in Hong Kong in 1983 called for the decriminalization of homosexual acts, in line with the British reforms. But reform was put off.
The United Kingdom signed the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and, in this way, it came to apply in Hong Kong. Human rights were a major issue in discussions leading up to the reversion of the colony to China in 1997. Hong Kong enacted a Bill of Rights based on the International Covenant. This was followed in 1991 by the decriminalization of consensual homosexual acts, though the reform, as in Britain, established an unequal age of consent. As in post-1969 Canada, the public issue moved from criminal law reform to prohibiting discrimination, though some criminal law issues remained.
In 1995-6 the Hong Kong Government issued a consultation paper on a general non-discrimination law. Anna Wu, a member of the Legislative Council, proposed an Equal Opportunities Bill that would have outlawed discrimination on a number of grounds, including sexual orientation. The Hong Kong government responded with two bills dealing with gender and disability. They were enacted. An Equal Opportunities Commission enforces those laws.
LGBT groups mounted a campaign. 10,000 letters supported a bill on sexual orientation discrimination. But a counter campaign, largely by conservative Christian groups, produced 80,000 letters. A bill went to a vote just before reversion and was defeated by 29 votes to 27 -a very narrow loss.
The Basic Law, the new post-reversion constitution for Hong Kong enacted by the National Peoples Congress, confirmed that the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights would continue to apply in Hong Kong, though it had not, at that time, been signed by China itself. The issue of banning discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation continues to be considered. Two UN treaty bodies, dealing with the two major international human rights covenants, have urged Hong Kong to prohibit discrimination. A non-binding code of conduct was issued by the Home Affairs Bureau in 1996.
In 2004 the new Deputy Secretary for Home Affairs, Stephen Fisher, met with LGBT representatives and set up a Gender Identity and Sexual Orientation Unit to handle discrimination complaints, though it has no adjudicative powers. Fisher also set up a Sexual Minorities Forum with members from LGBT organizations. The forum has discussed a number of issues, including immigration issues for same-sex couples, sex reassignment surgery, social services, sex education and human rights education. Fisher also initiated a survey on public attitudes towards homosexuality.
The report indicated that the public was ambiguous on whether homosexuals are psychologically abnormal (41.9%), whether homosexuality contradicted family values (49.1%) or morals of the community (38.9%). Most respondents stated that they accepted their gay friends, co-workers, work supervisors and neighbors (76.1%, 79.9%, 77.5% and 78.0% respectively) while gays being teachers (60.2%) and family members (40.0% were less acceptable. While close to a third (29.7%) of the respondents considered discrimination based on sexual orientation as serious or very serious, 41% considered it of average concern and 41.6% considered that merely educational effort to eliminate discrimination was insufficient, the report concluded that legislation should not be introduced at that time. However, the report found solid support for legislation against discrimination in employment (41.6%), education (37.3%) and provision of services, facilities and goods (37.2%). In brief, the survey found that mere education is insufficient and that legislation should be enacted, just not at the moment.
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Three quarters of the respondents said they had never had direct contact with a gay or lesbian person. After the 2005 decision in the Leung case, Donald Tsang, the Chief Executive of the Hong Kong SAR, warned that the "privatization of morals" was a danger to society. He is known to be a devout Roman Catholic. But in March, 2007, he took a different position in a televised debate between himself and the second candidate for the position of Chief Executive.
With respect to the question of sexual [orientation] discrimination, we have international human rights conventions and the Basic Law. We are within the purview of such legal framework. Discrimination is wrong. Despite my religious persuasion or anybody else's, we must face the reality of our society, listen to the diverse views of the community and legislate under the legal framework. This is the most appropriate way of handling it.
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This seemed to say that he would not oppose an anti-discrimination law, given that it would be in line with the human rights framework in place in Hong Kong. There are no openly LGBT elected officials. The government's Sexual Minorities Forum is unique in Asia in hosting a public dialogue between activists and government officials.
Hong Kong, like Taiwan, South Korea and Singapore, has active conservative Christian groupings that oppose reform. This gives political debates something of an American flavor. Reform is actively contested and religious and family arguments are strongly put forward. But some reform has happened and public debate occurs. In contrast there is little or no public debate in places like Malaysia or Singapore.
SINGAPORE
Singapore is phenomenal. It is small and lacks natural resources. The island even lacks adequate drinking water. But through tenacity and hard work, and no help from its neighbors, it has prospered. The majority population is Chinese, with Malay and Indian minorities. Christians account for 15% of the population, and, it is said, a majority of 74 Quoted in Shaw, 2007. them are fundamentalist or charismatic Christians. They are influential in Singapore politics much beyond their numbers. 75 We have good information on recent patterns of enforcement in Singapore. There are other issues. Singapore refuses to grant legal status to LGBT NGOs, which technically bars them from operating. Controls on the media limit LGBT news. Public demonstrations are banned or strictly controlled.
The government bans positive images of homosexuals. The gay Christian singers Jason and DiMarco were banned. In 2008 a cable television channel was fined when a home decoration program featured a nursery in the home of a lesbian couple with an adopted baby. The Media Development Authority said that the program "normalizes and promotes a gay lifestyle." We have reports from the Straits Times newspaper and government figures on prosecutions. Mohan Gopalan has compiled a list of section 377A cases (the gross indecency provision), expanding an earlier list prepared by Lynette Chua. See Mohan Gospalan, A heftier list of s.377 cases, Yawning Bread, May, 2007 , accessed in July, 2007 . See Why Section 377A is redundant, at the Yawningbread website. In contrast, our information on India does not include trial level decisions. They are routinely not found in the law reports used by lawyers and judges.
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Singapore TV station fined S$15,000 for showing a "normal" gay family, fridae.com, April 25, 2008. 78 The author has written an occasional column for fridae.com since 2005.
Nation 04 in 2004 was, however, far too successful. 8,000 people were there, up from 1,500 in 2001. It was publicized in the South China Morning Post, the Asian Wall Street Journal, the Far Eastern Economic Review, Time magazine and numerous newspapers -but not a word in local Singapore papers.
The event had become too big, too public. Singapore denied licenses for future Nation-style parties. The lid was back on the pot. The Nation party moved to Phuket in Thailand for the next couple of years, openly welcomed by the governor of that very tourist-oriented province.
Singapore is the best example of a jurisdiction with the odd trinity of (a) criminal prohibition, (b) social disapproval but (c) little actual police enforcement of the law. It is unique in that politicians in 2007 publicly discussed and affirmed this policy, while hinting that the law might change at some time in the future. Politicians acknowledged and defended a pattern which was the unacknowledged reality in the rest of 377 Asia.
Veteran Singapore gay activist Alex Au told an amusing story of seeming to be unable to engage prosperous, well-educated Singaporeans in any kind of public policy debate on gay rights: …she quickly assured me that she had lots of gay friends, in fact, she said, she suspected her boss at work was (hushed tones) a lesbian. … "But it makes no difference to me," she made it a point to add. She herself strongly felt that sexuality was one's "private decision" and that "discrimination in any form is wrong." "Indeed," I replied, "except that in Singapore it's more than just social discrimination. The state creates and sustains that discrimination through its laws." "I know about that," she said, which only made me wonder if she had known about that.
At that point, I felt I had to cut to the chase. "Let me ask you then, do you think such laws should be repealed? Would you openly support repeal?" "Well," she hesitated, "em… ah… maybe there are reasons for that."
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As we have seen, actual systematic attempts to enforce anti-homosexual criminal laws are rare. And when police activism has occurred in a serious way in the post-war period (as in Britain, the US and Canada), it tended to destabilize the situation by provoking an activist reaction and perhaps a new public support for gays and lesbians.
What then is the reason or the purpose for retaining such criminal laws and not enforcing them?
79 Alex Au, We're all for freedom and non-discrimination, aren't we?, Fridae online magazine, June 12, 2006. Perhaps there is a very simple explanation. Avoidance. Politicians want to avoid controversial subjects. Don't propose any change in the status quo. If you are forced to say something about homosexuality you should condemn discrimination. Over and over again we have statements opposing 'discrimination' in general, avoiding the 'h' word.
But Singaporean politicians in 2007 were talking a lot about homosexuals. They had decided to reform the criminal law on a number of points. In 2006 a police officer had been prosecuted for oral sex with a teenager. This was highly controversial in Singapore, for it made it clear to the public that certain heterosexual sex acts between consenting adults in private were caught by the penal code. The result was an announcement in November, 2006 , that a reform of the criminal law was planned that would repeal 377, while leaving in place 377A, the section that prohibited acts of gross indecency between males. This would end the prohibition on heterosexual oral and anal sex. This initial proposal was accompanied by an explanatory note by the Ministry of Home Affairs, which said in part:
The law on sexual offences deals with sexual relationships and embodies what society considers acceptable or unacceptable behaviour. When it comes to homosexual acts, the issue is whether Singaporeans are ready to change laws to bring them in line with heterosexual acts. Singapore remains, by and large, a conservative society. Many do not tolerate homosexuality, and consider such acts abhorrent and deviant. Many religious groups also do not condone homosexual acts. That is why the Government is neither encouraging nor endorsing a homosexual lifestyle and presenting it as part of the mainstream way of life.
There was an assurance that the government "would not be proactive in enforcing the section against adult males engaging in consensual sex with each other in private…" 80 These themes -Singapore is a conservative society -the government will not be proactive in enforcing the law -were repeated and repeated by politicians in 2007.
In February, 2007, the small Worker's Party, the main opposition party, indicated that it was divided on the issue of homosexual law reform, and would make no submissions on the issue. 81 In March the National Council of Churches commended the government for its plan to retain 337A, calling homosexual acts "sinful, abhorrent and deviant". It called for criminal prohibitions to be extended to lesbian acts. 82 In April the Law Society of Singapore supported the "separation of law and morals." Moreover, the assurance given by [the Ministry of Home Affairs] in the Explanatory Notes to Proposed Amendments to the Penal Code that were initially issued by MHA that prosecutions will not be proactively prosecuted under this section is an admission that the section is out-of-step with the modern world. The retention of unprosecuted offences on the statute book runs the risk of bringing the law into disrepute.
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Singapore to legalise anal, oral sex -but only for heterosexuals, fridae.com, November 9, 2006. 81 Singapore's main opposition party declines to take up gay sex issue, fridae.com, February 9, 2007. 82 Council of Churches commends Singapore, fridae.com, March 12, 2007. They considered the question of the constitutionality of 337A, but reached no conclusion on its validity.
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Founding Prime Minister, now Minister Mentor, Lee Kuan Yew gave a number of interviews in which he supported a genetic explanation for homosexuality and suggested that there was no rational basis for a criminal prohibition. But he suggested that reform was probably some ways off. In one interview in April he expressed a fear that Singapore might become "a quaint, a quixotic appendage of the world" if it bucked international trends, such as decriminalization too long.
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In August, 2007, local activists planned a series of events under the title IndigNation, as they had each year since the banning of the Nation parties. In the context of Singapore, this was provocative activism. A photography exhibition of gay men kissing was banned. A public talk by the present author was banned, the first time a foreign speaker had been banned from giving a public talk in Singapore in five years. In September the Minister of State for Law and Home Affairs, Professor Ho Peng Kee, answering a question in parliament, justified the ban:
Our laws are an expression and reflection of the values of our society and any public discourse in Singapore on such matters should be reserved for Singaporeans. Foreigners will not be allowed to interfere in our domestic political scene, whether in support of the gay cause or against it.
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The Reverend Troy Perry, founder of the US based Metropolitan Community Church denomination, was also banned from speaking in August.
Why was Singapore retaining 377A while pledging not to actively enforce it? The strategy served to block discussion of other issues.
There are a series of issues involving gays and lesbians that only starts with issues of criminal law. The issues, in sequence, are (1) being charged with a crime for having sex, (2) getting fired from your job, (3) being denied benefits available to heterosexual couples (pensions, health insurance, rent-controlled apartments), (4) equal rights in relation to children (custody, access, adoption, fertility treatment), (5) equal rights in immigration law to sponsor a partner, (6) social recognition and support (registered partnerships or marriage), (7) open inclusion in public institutions (LGBT teachers, professors, judges, cabinet members, human rights commissioners).
The issue that will come up most clearly after criminal law reform is employment. Why should a person be fired from his or her job simply on the basis of sexual 83 Retention of gay sex laws cannot be justified, fridae.com, April 12, 2007. Foreigners not allowed to be part of gay rights debate in Singapore, fridae.com, September 19, 2007. orientation? This becomes a compelling argument, with many individuals and politicians willing to say that they oppose discrimination. We have seen the issue of discrimination becoming the major public issue after decriminalization in the cases of Hong Kong, Canada and the United States.
But if the legal system brands homosexuals as criminals, then how can we say that it should bar discrimination in employment? And even more obviously, if homosexual acts are criminal, it makes no sense to recognize same-sex relationships, even if it is for the specific purpose of pension rights or health insurance or successor rights to housing. And immigration rights! Why let more criminals into the country?
In other words, retaining, but not enforcing a criminal law, can block having to deal with any of these subsequent issues. It is clear in the United States that the decision in Bowers v Harwick, upholding a state level criminal law, was used in many judicial decisions to block various civil claims -relating to employment, spousal rights and parental rights.
In Lawrence v Texas, 2003, the successful constitutional challenge to US sodomy laws, the American Center for Law and Justice (linked to the evangelist Pat Robertson) said that it had decided to enter the case after concluding that acceptance of the gay rights arguments by the court might provide a constitutional foundation for same sex marriage. Focus on the Family and the Family Research Council argued in a joint brief in the case that the Texas criminal law was a reasonable means of promoting and protecting heterosexual marriage. Mr. Justice Scalia, in his dissent, said the decision placed heterosexual-only marriage laws in question. These interveners, along with Scalia, weren't really supporting the criminal law; they were opposing same-sex marriage.
In 1993 the government of Singapore stated at the UN World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna that human rights were still essentially contested notions:
Singaporeans, and people in many other parts of the world do not agree, for instance, that pornography is an acceptable manifestation of free expression or that homosexual relationships is just a matter of lifestyle choice. Most of us will also maintain that the right to marry is confined to those of the opposite sex. 86 Back in 1993, the Singapore government, virtually alone in the world, saw the right to marry on the horizon. Well, it certainly isn't on the horizon in Singapore these days, and 377 keeps it that way. Statements in the Singapore Parliament in October, 2007, support this analysis. 86 Copy in possession of author. Some of this language was repeated by Singapore's Deputy Prime Minister S. Jayakumar in September, 2005, at the UN Summit. He repeated that most human rights were still essentially contested concepts. "But the penchant of some states to present their views as universal norms inevitably provokes resistance, unnecessarily politicizes the process and is ultimately unhelpful to the cause of human rights. Unless this deeper issue is squarely addressed, any changes will only be superficial." Quoted in UFP, U.N. assembly pressured over new human rights council, Japan Times, September 18, 2005, 5. [ 
APPENDIX A -REFORM IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
There were well known gay pubs in London in the first half of the twentieth century and some flamboyant clientele.
The police raided pubs and made arrests throughout the period, though they were pretty unsystematic and unpredictable; queens and homosexuals never knew quite when the police would act. The Running Horse had a reputation for years before it was placed under surveillance, for example.
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Twenty-seven men were prosecuted for a drag party in 1933, with sentences of up to twenty months. Arrests went up after the second World War though there was no "coordinated witch hunt" and known gay bars and saunas continued to operate.
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It was working class men who were more likely to be arrested. There was relatively open and fashionable homosexuality at Oxford and Cambridge and gay circles among the wealthy and artists. Such openness was unimaginable for the middle and upper-middle classes:
Lawyers, accountants, doctors and teachers had to go to elaborate lengths to cover their queer tracks in the workplace and with their families -including of course the so-called marriages of convenience. This left many men especially vulnerable to blackmail, a trade which thrived throughout the period. 92 An astonishing thing happened in the 1950s. Some police forces began to take the criminal law seriously and attempt systematic enforcement. Only some forces did this and even those police may not have acted consistently over time. 93 The results were dramatic trials of groups of men. Police seized dairies and address books, and compelled individuals to name their homosexual friends and contacts. In this way, arrests of individuals for some public offence led to the prosecution of scores of others for private activities. I lived in the West country in a very conservative seaside town. …and one particular member of our gay community was caught cottaging by the police [cruising a public toilet]. They threatened him with ten years in prison if he didn't tell them the names of all the gay men who lived in the area. So he went round in a police car to everywhere we worked or lived and a dozen of us ended up at the quarter sessions of the Exeter Assizes. … When it came to sentencing it was rather frightening for myself and another young chap. They were sending people down -to prison -for four to six years. We were just shaking in our shoes wondering what was going to happen. Fortunately we were put on probation. What was the result of this rather horrifying surge in police activity? In spite of the patterns of condemnation that had been a staple in the popular press, opinion shifted in reaction to events.
1. In 1954 the Church of England published a report on the 'problem of homosexuality,' focused on the misery and anxiety being inflicted by police activity. The report advocated the legalization of sex between consenting men and an equal age of consent. It condemned the existing law for leading to blackmail and suicide. 2. The Hampstead and Highgate Express refused to cover cases of homosexual sex in the 1950s 'because of the misery that was caused. The previous half century had seen the expansion of a visible queer scene, and then, postwar, its partial recession. The 'homosexual problem' had become a key area of discussion in the 1950s, and many queers felt more embattled and fearful than before, especially after experiencing the liberalism of the war years. Campaigns for law reform took a conservative route in their lobbying and campaigning work and touted an image of the homosexual which revolved around middle-class respectability, discretion and conformity.
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The strategy worked.
The idea popularized by the Wolfenden Report that criminal laws should not be based exclusively on notions of morality was seen as such an innovative idea that it led to a public debate between Lord Devlin, a British judge, and H. L. A. Hart, a British legal philosopher. In the 1960s this was the best-known intellectual controversy in the English 99 Cook, 177.
